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ABSTRACT

In the summer of 2015, Team HyperLynx was one of over three hundred collegiate teams

to initially enter the SpaceX Hyperloop pod competition. Now, Team HyperLynx is one out

of the hundred teams remaining in the competition, and will present a final design package

at Texas A&amp;M University to industry engineers. Teams that progress to the next

competition phase will present complete pod builds to be tested in a half-scale test track at

SpaceX headquarters in California. This report outlines the Team HyperLynx design

package to manufacture a functional, half-scale Hyperloop pod that will be accelerated at

2.4g’s to 240 mph inside the SpaceX launch tube. The pod will interface to a 1-mile long, 6foot outer diameter, steel tube resting above ground on concrete pylons. Inside, concrete

fills the tube bottom to a depth of six inches. The concrete creates a flat surface that

supports a 6061-T6 Aluminum subtrack, two 15 inch flat plates separated by a central Ibeam (6 in. width, 4 in. height). The tube will be evacuated to 0.02 psi to dramatically

reduce system drag. Finally, the test track features an accelerating pusher cart that

launches pods to maximum speed over an 800 foot acceleration section at the beginning of

the track. The purpose of the launch is to test system designs. A successful pod will launch

to maximum speed, record and transmit all available flight data, and complete a stop

sequence that damages neither the pod nor the test track.

The Team HyperLynx Hyperloop pod is an Aluminum frame, carbon fiber shelled,

magnetically levitated payload delivery system. The pod is 14 feet in length, approximately

3 feet at max width and 3 feet at max height, and has an estimated weight of 1000 lbs. The

system will deliver a 72 VDC battery power plant, an embedded control system that alters
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and records flight characteristics, an environmental (temperature, pressure, vibration)

data logging system, a test flight dummy, braking system, and chassis through the test track

using onboard magnetic levitation. Although choked flow will not occur in the SpaceX test

track due to low (less than Mach 0.3) speeds, the pod will feature a ducted fan to showcase

options for dealing with drag at speeds near the speed of sound. This document represents

a tentative final design package for the HyperLynx pod. Several aspects detailed in this

report are subject to change. For example, Team HyperLynx believes it can reduce total pod

weight by over 50% by eliminating non-load bearing members from the frame and

reducing shell thickness, while still maintaining safety factors of 2. Team HyperLynx aims

to win the SpaceX pod competition by developing a functioning, lightweight, and practical

pod design. Furthermore, the team desires to donate its work and efforts to contribute to

the development of a working, full scale Hyperloop system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In 2014, the airline industry in the United States served over 850 million passengers. This

number consistently grows each year as more people take to the skies. This leads to

overbooked flights, crowded airplanes, and an increase in overall travel cost. There is a

growing demand for transportation alternatives that can provide consumers with safer,

cheaper and faster travel. The Hyperloop offers the next step in innovation. The Hyperloop

aims to reduce the cost of transportation, eliminate the dependency on fossil fuels, and

decrease travel time. The Hyperloop transportation system consists of pods traveling

inside low-pressure steel tubes at speeds over 700 mph, near the speed of sound. The pod

will achieve near frictionless travel by employing magnetic levitation to eliminate contact

between the tube and the pod. Figure 1 shows a conceptual rendering of the pod traveling

inside the tube.
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Figure 1. Rendering of Hyperloop Pod

The idea of rapid tube transport can be traced back to 1951 when Robert Goddard

patented a system of pods and tubes to transport people. More recently, companies such as

SpaceX, ET3 and Hyperloop Transportation Technologies have tried to develop Goddard’s

idea into a feasible transportation system by building scale models and performing

feasibility studies. More specifically, Elon Musk of SpaceX initially proposed the concept of

the Hyperloop in August 2013. This was in response to the approval of the California highspeed rail which would be, as Musk states in his Hyperloop white paper, “[o]ne of the most

expensive per mile and one of the slowest in the world.” Musk proposed the Hyperloop as

an alternative to high-speed rail traveling between Los Angeles and San Francisco, a

distance of approximately 380 miles as shown in Figure 2. The Hyperloop aims to cut travel

time between the two cities ten fold, allowing passengers to travel between Los Angeles

and San Francisco in 30 minutes.
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Figure 2. Proposed Hyperloop Route (Photo courtesy of Google Maps)

To drive innovation and development of the Hyperloop, SpaceX will host a competition

showcasing a half scale Hyperloop transportation system. College teams around the

country will design and develop a working Hyperloop Pod while SpaceX will build a tube to

test the pods. The competition will utilize an open-sourced information strategy to drive

the development of a prototype Hyperloop system.

The goal of Team HyperLynx is to design and manufacture a prototype Hyperloop pod,

which will travel at speeds over 200 mph. More specifically, Team HyperLynx aims to

design the fastest and the lightest pod possible. The prototype design will address the

challenges that set this concept apart from current modes of transportation such as the

environment, speed and economic viability.

The Hyperloop concept can be divided into 9 major subsystems: aerodynamics, frame,

body, levitation, internal flow, propulsion, controls, power, and safety. The body of the pod

will reduce drag inside the tube and will be constructed out of carbon fiber. The frame will
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support the body and provide mounting for any subsystem components. The frame will be

constructed out of carbon fiber and aluminum. Inside the pod, the internal flow system will

pass incoming air through the pod, further decreasing drag. The levitation system will

consist of 6 levitating engines that will suspend the pod on a magnetic field. A wheeled

vehicle inside the tube will interface with the back of pod, providing propulsion. Each

subsystem will be connected using a control system.



A skeleton view and an exploded



view showcasing each subsystem are shown in Figure 3.

Levitation

Internal Flow



Propulsion



Body



Controls/Power

Frame

Figure 3. Skeleton and Exploded view of Hyperloop Pod

This report details the overall pod design, pod sub-system specifications, future plans and

an estimated construction timeline.

2 AERODYNAMICS

Choked Flow Analysis

One of the primary design challenges of the Hyperloop is overcoming choked flow that the

pod will encounter when it travels at high speeds through a tube. To circumvent this
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problem, the HyperLynx prototype pod will incorporate an axial fan and ducting system to

redirect air from air traveling around the pod and propel it through the pod.

Determining the mass flow rate of air within the tube that will cause choked flow is key to

designing the fan. Choked flow occurs when air traveling past the pod reaches Mach 1 and

it happens at the area of minimum cross-sectional flow. To calculate the choked flow rate,

first the total upstream mass flow rate in the tube must be determined. This value is based

on the cross-sectional area of the tube 𝐴𝑇𝑢𝑏𝑒 and the Mach speed of the pod 𝑀. The crosssectional area of the tube is calculated to be 𝐴𝑇𝑢𝑏𝑒 = 2.51846 𝑚2 from the dimensions

shown in Figure 4.



Figure 4. Hyperloop Test Track Dimensions

The total upstream mass flow rate is calculated by the following:

mT =



ATube Pt

√TT
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